BEAVER NEW MASCOT FOR TECHNOLOGY

Mr. L. D. Gardner gives Prize for Eulogy—Mascot Accepted by Alumni.

Tech is to have a mascot. That was definitely decided at the meeting of the New York alumni held at the Plaza in January when the Tech Club of New York, through Mr. Lester D. Gardner, '98, presented to the Institute a pair of beavers on a small tree trunk, with the suggestion that the beaver be adopted as the official mascot of the Institute. President Macbride accepted the gift and took the suggestion as adopted. Now Mr. Gardner boosts the idea by offering a ten-dollar prize to the Institute man who writes the best eulogy of the beaver, either serious or humorous.

The story can be sent to THE TECH any time before the first of November in the next term. The editor-in-chief of THE TECH and 1.

FORT HILL EXCHANGE

Prize Offered for Best Paper on "Asphalt Materials for Road Construction."

With a view to interesting engineering students in road problems, The Barber Asphalt Paving Company of Philadelphia wishes to offer a prize of one hundred dollars for the best original paper written by a member of the Senior Class on the subject of "Asphalt Materials for Road Construction."

The paper and its conclusions may be based upon service tests and the lessons of experience; the physical qualities of asphalt; the chemistry of asphalt; the effect of weather; and any two of these lines of investigation and presentation. The length of the paper will be limited to 3000 words and all manuscripts must be in our office by the 15th of November.

(Continued on Page 2.)

NEW MASCOT FOR TECH

A number of Technology Calendars may be purchased at the Cage at a reduced price, 25 cents. The calendar consists of seven sheets and includes a dozen photographs of Institute Interest. The first is an elevation of the New Institute on the Charles, as it is to appear from the river. Next is a picture of President Richard C. Macbride. Following this come pictures of Coach Keally, the Cross-Country Team, the 1915 Football Team, the Relay Team, and the final of the 100 yards N. E. I. A. A. Meet. The Tech Show is represented by the cast of last year’s Show, “Money in Sight,” and a group picture of the combined Musical Clubs is shown on the same page. On the last page appear the Wrestling Team, the Cadet Corps, and two snapshot pictures of the last year’s Tech magazine. The whole thing is carried out in the Institute colors, the printing being red on a gray paper.

TECHNICAL PICTURES

A majority of the team and other group pictures taken so far for Technique are at that office. If any of the men wish to look at them and desire to order one they can do so at the Technique office.

ELECTRICALS VISIT FORT HILL EXCHANGE

Inspection Made of Important Local Branch—Probably No Trip Today.

Yesterday afternoon the members of the E. E. Society who signed up for the trip visited the Fort Hill Telephone Exchange in place of the trip through the General Electric Lamp Works that had been planned.

The trip included an examination of both the Exchange and Toll Departments, together with the hidden machinery by means of which they are operated.

Of especial interest was the Automatic Ringing Apparatus and the Distributing Room where all telephone calls are received and transmitted to the necessary line. Of greatest interest from the professional point of view was the storage battery department which supplies the necessary current and which consisted of a large number of standard accumulators sufficient to supply the entire system; after these came the generator room whose function is to maintain the required potential in the accumulators. From here the party went to the testing or “trouble” department, which is kept busy in locating and repairing all breakages along the entire line, and seeing that no untoward cause shall cause a suspension of service.

Upon leaving the Exchange the members of the party expressed the opinion that the time had been well spent and that it would be of advantage for those members of the society who had not yet signed up to do so for today’s trip. This is of especial importance as, unless more men signify their intention of going before ten o’clock this morning, this afternoon’s visit will be called off. Should it be found necessary to do this, those who have already signed up will be notified by a letter on the E. E. Library Bulletin Board.

TECHNIQUE CALENDARS

A number of Tech Technique calendars may be purchased at the Cage at a reduced price, 25 cents. The calendar consists of seven sheets and includes a dozen photographs of Institute Interest. The first is an elevation of the New Institute on the Charles, as it is to appear from the river. Next is a picture of President Richard C. Macbride. Following this come pictures of Coach Keally, the Cross-Country Team, the 1915 Football Team, the Relay Team, and the final of the 100 yards N. E. I. A. A. Meet. The Tech Show is represented by the cast of last year’s Show, “Money in Sight,” and a group picture of the combined Musical Clubs is shown on the same page. On the last page appear the Wrestling Team, the Cadet Corps, and two snapshot pictures of the last year’s Technique Rush. The whole thing is carried out in the Institute colors, the printing being red on a gray paper.

W. Litchfield, ’85, will be the judge. The Alumni Council have unanimously voted to accept the beaver as the official mascot and now all that is needed is a first-class explanation of why the beaver should be the particular animal chosen for this great honor.

Mr. Gardner is a booster for Tech and he is one of the men through whose efforts the membership in the New York club was doubled last year. The Tech mascot is only one of the many ideas that he has brought out to foster Institute spirit. He suggests that some of the artists in the Institute make sketches of a Tech symbol using the beaver.

Mr. Gardner is a booster for Tech and he is one of the men through whose efforts the membership in the New York club was doubled last year. The Tech mascot is only one of the many ideas that he has brought out to foster Institute spirit. He suggests that some of the artists in the Institute make sketches of a Tech symbol using the beaver.

Setting-up Drill

Many of the freshmen in drill the first of the week were subjected to a new experience. The drills were unbuttoned and four of the companies were set through Barst’s manual of arms to the tune of a graphophone under the leadership of Frank Ramsey.
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REV. A. W. VERNON SPEAKS IN UNION

Gladstone and Martin Luther. Illustrative of Christian Leaders.

Yesterday noon the Rev. A. W. Vernon, pastor of the Harvard Congregational Church of Brookline, spoke in the Union on the subject, "One Important Proof of Christian- ity." He said in introducing his sub- ject that Christianity did not need proof, because it helps each individual as well as the world in general; but it is well to consider what influenced the writer to the scriptures when he told them to "Remember them who lived before you... and imitate their faith."

A proof is sought in the lives and careers of three great Christians who worked in widely different times—Gladstone, Martin Luther, and Jesus of Nazareth. By considering the causes of their lives it may be possible to find some tangible element, which is essential to Christianity.

Gladstone entered Parliament to help the Church. For ten years he remained there, practically unnoticed; but when he ultimately gained the position of Prime Minister, he domi- nated politics for twenty-five years. He was not a register of public feel- ing; but a mentor and leader of it; he continued unswervingly in what he thought to be right, and, when he died, was mourned by all nations. It would seemingly be a good thing to "imitate his faith."

Take the case of Luther. Here was a man who had more to do with the upbuilding of the masses than any one in modern times. At twenty he began to study the Bible, and, after completing his course at a con- vent, he came to the conclusion that there is no peace of mind because of goodness. He proceeded to proclaim his doctrines and defy the Pope. Before he died, his faith had touched millions. He was not a register of public feel- ing; but it is well to consider what In- fluenced the writer to the Hebrews (11:13), "... as to things seen not, and to things not seen."

Take the case of Jesus. He was the son of a carpenter, a commoner than the men who lived before you. He died in suffering, without eulogy, in a small room. He was not a register of public feel- ing; but we see that Christianity leads to re- spect—it does not—but if a man wish- es to live in the hearts of the people, to have his faith imitated, let him embrace Christianity. It is the peace that passeth understanding, the faith that looks through death, and a changeless love for one's fol- low men" which prove the true Christian.
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The bearer is a most fitting pro- type of Technology; probably no more appropriate emblem could have been adopted. Its perseverance, efficient organization and united indus- try make it the embodiment of the Institute's ideals. It is to be hoped that Mr. Gardner's competition for the best logo of this animal will receive the support of all interested in the subject.

The request comes from the Censor that students remove checked arti- cles before the rush of Yeak-Ha-Bible. This should receive the atten- tion of all concerned, for the check- room will have need of its full capa- city on that night, and certainly ought not to be half filled with articles casually left there. A little consideration and care at this time will help greatly toward efficiency and expedition Saturday evening.

The "important proof of Christian- ity" discussed yesterday noon in the Union, is, like most of the T. C. A., subjects, worth serious consideration. Tech men should not accept any re- ligious deity because their predeces- sors did, nor reject it on hasty deci- sion as unworthy the consideration of practical men. They should dis- inguish carefully the valid and logical reasons pro and con; that is, use the same scientific method here as they do in their professional work.

SOPHOMORE MEETING

The class of 1915 will hold a meet- ing on Wednesday, March 11, in Huntington Hall. The first impor- tant matter of business to come up is the question of amending the class constitution. On this account it will be necessary to have a larger number present than usual, in order to insure a proper action on the amend- ment. The second matter is to take action on Harvey Dewson's father's request to be elected a number of the class.

WEATHER

For Boston and Vicinity: Snow or rain; decreasing north to east winds.
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GET YOUR BOOKS AT

The Old Corner Book Store, Inc.
27 AND 29 BROMFIELD STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
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Windsor Cafe
78 Huntington Ave.
The most attractive cafe in the Back Bay Section
The Best of Everything
Splendid Service
Reasonable Prices
Our special 40c and 50c luncheons are very popular
Music evenings and Sunday afternoons

Old Established Dining Room
23 SAINT BOSTON STREET
Mrs. H. O. Hanson, Prop.
21 Meal Ticket 4$20 14 Meal Ticket 3$50
2 Dinners 2.50 7 Lunches 1.50
Breakfast 25c Luncheon 25c Dinner 45c

All Goods Required by
Students at
Maclachlan’s
502 Boylston Street
Drawing Instruments and Materials.
Fountain Pens, Text Books

Trinity Court
Bowling Alleys
TECH BOWLING HEADQUARTERS
Established 1898
Opposite the Union

Two minutes’ walk from all Tech Buildings. Unexcelled facilities; the
two most famous bowlers can enjoy this
fracturing and healthful pastime.
Alleys reserved and screened for
private parties.
Come in and enjoy a little fun and
exercise between periods.

ITALIAN
Restaurant
TABLE A’ Hote
DINNER 5 to 8.30
A LA CARTE
STRICTLY ITALIAN CUISINE
Italian Wines
BOYLSTON PLACE
Near Colonial Theatre
Telephone oxen 1912
BOSTON, MASS.

Who Does Your
Typewriting and
Stenographic Work?
Try
W. P. WATSON
The upper Tech Office
"The lowest price consistent with the
best work."

JUNIOR CLASS PICTURE
Can Be Seen at Cage—Orders To
Be Left There.

The Junior Class picture is now
at the Cage in the Union where it
can be seen. The picture turned out well
and was very clear and distinct. Or-
ders for the same can be left at the
Cage. The price is $1.25.

ELECTORAL MEETING
There will be a meeting of the 1914
Technique Electoral Committee every
Tuesday and every Friday in 27 Roo-
kers. The Tuesday meetings are at
4:30 p.m., while the meetings on Fri-
days are at 5:00 p.m. It was
decided that the members of the Com-
mittee must make a deposit of $2 be-
fore they can be eligible for elec-
tion. A fine will be imposed upon
anybody who is either late or absent.

ANDOVER MEET
The Freshmen who are going to
participate in the Andover meet Sat-
urday will leave the North Station on
the 12:25 train. It will be necessary
for the men to get their lunch before
going. Coach Kanaly and the follow-
ing men are to take the trip: Capt.
Curtin, W. E., Eley, W. R., Hip
son, B. D., Sewall, D. Bell, J. W. Doon,
N. W. Goeck, E. W. Curtis, A. H.
Knap, W. A. Swayne, L. Stevens,
L. Rady.

PRIZE FOR ESSAY
(Continued from Page 1.)

office not later than June 1, 1914.

This proposal will be made to oth-
er leading engineering schools, carry-
ing with it a prize of the amount
stated for the best essay from each
school.

There are a number of bituminous
materials for street and road build-
ing, namely: the lake or natural as-
phalt, Trinidad and Bermuda, which
are marketed by this company, and
residual asphalts manufactured from
petroleum. The idea of the competition
is to secure investigation of the rela-
tive merits of these materials by stu-
dents, some of whom will be engaged
in highway construction. Anoth-
er object in view is to turn the minds
of students toward road engineering,
a field of work in which there is a
great need for trained men.

The paper will be judged and the
prizes awarded by independent author-
ity: such men, for example, as Prof-
essor Charles J. Tilden, Johns Hop-
kins University; Charles Whiting
Baker and E. J. Mehren, editors, res-
cpectively of Engineering News and
Engineering Record.

The company hopes that their plan
will have good results in interesting
the students in a useful study and
one that will impose no great demand
upon their time. They also call atten-
tion to the fact that the successful
contestants would naturally come to
the notice of concerns interested in
road materials who employ large
numbers of men.

Every Day We are Opening Our
New Importations

Of Madras and Cheviot for Custom Made Shirts.

New Colorings and New Designs afford a more varied opportunity
than usual toward individuality.

Neglige Shirts made to order $3.50 upward.

White Bosom Shirts for Dress or Business $2.00 upward.

Quality of Workmanship and Fit Guaranteed.

C. F. HOVEY & CO.

Summer, Chauncy and Avon Sts.
BOSTON, MASS.

Old Colony Trust Company.

Capital $6,000,000
Surplus $8,000,000

Equipped to Furnish Every Banking Facility

One Account Commands the services of
two centrally located banking offices

17 Court Street 32 Temple Place
Boston

McMORROW
College Shoes for College Men
38 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
OPPOSITE THOMPSON’S SPA
ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC NOTES

If you have ever visited museums where ancient relics dug up after centuries of burial are displayed, you have doubtless noticed that while some specimens are in a fine condition, others are badly deteriorated and appear ready to "fall to pieces." We think the following account of the various causes of deterioration and the prevention which has been condensed from an article in the Scientific American Supplement for Feb. 26th might prove interesting:

The great difficulty with tablets, statues, friezes, etc., of earthen and stone ware is a physical deterioration encountered as soon as the article is exposed to the air which is evident in a crumbling, a formation of cracks, and a falling off of fine dust from the surface of the specimen. Often valuable tablets of cuneiform inscriptions have been destroyed by an archeological point of view by this action. During burial many of the specimens become impregnated with such salts as sodium chloride and sulphate, gypsum, and the like, and on exposure to the varying humidity of the atmosphere an alternate solution and crystallization of these salts occur giving rise to destructive etraining within the material.

The remedy consists merely of removing the troublesome salts by a long-protracted leaching with pure water. After the analysis of the solution shows the remaining salts to be negligible. Some limestone blocks from an Egyptian tomb were leached for three years by this process. The water was renewed frequently at first but later once per week. This leaching process is by no means an easy one and many precautions must be taken if a good specimen, free from future deterioration, is to be obtained.

On the other hand, the deterioration of metal objects is of a chemical nature, usually a form of rusting. In the ease of iron, while the nature of ordinary rusting and the proper remedies have been known for some time, it has been found only recently that rust that used to the ordinary protective treatment of hot baths in hot petroleum varnish, and which keep the corroding chlorides in a state of suspension. The grosser part of the rust may be removed by mechanical means and by solution in weak acids and the thin film are removed in an electrolytic cell. The surface is then treated with varnish or parafin. Bronze and copper objects undergo an interesting deterioration. The ordinary thin bluish-green coating is valuable and is known as "robe" patina. Another form of this metal disease is called "wild" patina and it exhibits its symptoms in a rapid and destructive corrosion which rapidly eats the metallic away. It is caused by the combined action of the chlorides imprisoned from the soil and the air. A remedy is to be found in an ordinary or electrolytic leaching and a subsequent coating of the surface with a special finish.

Gold shows no deterioration but silver often becomes coated with a yellowish green coating of arsenic oxide. Copper and brass contain a crust of white lead form upon it. Electrolytic treatment is used for both.

Three is affected with a peculiar disease which is really a conversion from the metallic to the non-metallic state. It is a curious fact that this action cannot take place at temperatures less than 18 degrees Centigrade. Of course the cabinet containing the specimen should be kept dust tight and it should also contain sticks of carbon dioxide. Some authorities even recommend that the cabinets be kept filled with inert nitrogen.

All "subs" have a chance to play—Revere defeated by a Large Score.

Wednesday night the 1917 first team defeated Revere H. S. by the score of 53-15. The game was a tune of 53-15. The game was a
TECHNOLOGY MONTHLY
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Competition for Permanent Position Will Open This Month.
Announcements.

At one o'clock today in the lower office of THE TECH candidates for the position of Advertising Manager of the New Monthly will meet to receive first instructions and assignments. This is the first announcement that has been made to date and the Manager, Editor, R. D. Ream, states men reporting at this time will have a marked advantage on those who wait. The success of the competition will depend on the amount of advertisements obtained and one of a firm's greatest candidates enter into the contest.

The first issue of the Monthly will appear Wednesday, March 11th. It was intended to place this issue on sale at the performance of Yish-Ka-Bibble in Huntington Hall tonight, but was unfortunate for at the break-down of the large type setting machines at the com position.

It was found that the capacities of

(Continued on Page 2)

REPORT OF THE UNIFORM CLASS CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE.

The committee on a uniform class constitution for the four classes submits the following constitution.

The changes made to date are intended to place the student body in a different act.

ARTICLE I.
Sec. 1. In the class constitutions of 1915 and 1916 it was necessary to insert this article as an exception to the rules existing at the time. The committee on a uniform class constitution for the four classes submits the following constitution.

The changes made to date are intended to place the student body in a different act.

ARTICLE II.
Sec. 2.-In the class constitutions of 1915 and 1916 it was necessary to insert this article as an exception to the rules existing at the time. The committee on a uniform class constitution for the four classes submits the following constitution.

The changes made to date are intended to place the student body in a different act.

ARTICLE III.

As far as the committee was able to find out the temporary chairman of the Freshman class has always been elected by the class. It was never done, and it was deemed unnecessary by the committee.

ARTICLE IV.

The officers are to be elected, as provided for in the 1915 and 1916 constitutions, and the temporary chairman is more or less of minor importance. The committee advances the following reasons for their departures from the old constitutions.

ARTICLE V.

The committee on a uniform class constitution for the four classes submits the following constitution.

The changes made to date are intended to place the student body in a different act.

ARTICLE VI.

The committee on a uniform class constitution for the four classes submits the following constitution.

The changes made to date are intended to place the student body in a different act.

ARTICLE VII.

This article is radically different from anything in the old constitutions. It was the idea of the committee that more interest in the class elections could be aroused if the positions were more clearly defined.

ARTICLE VIII.

This article is radically different from anything in the old constitutions. It was the idea of the committee that more interest in the class elections could be aroused if the positions were more clearly defined.

ARTICLE IX.

This article is radically different from anything in the old constitutions. It was the idea of the committee that more interest in the class elections could be aroused if the positions were more clearly defined.

(Continued on Page 3)

FRESHMAN BASEBALL
Candidates To Meet Tuesday in Room B of Union.

All candidates for the Freshman baseball team are requested to meet in Room B of the Union next Tuesday, March 10, where plans for the coming season will be discussed. The recent alliance with Harvard is meant, of course. Come and see how the excellent cast portrays the troubles of the Tech man who is a sailor for the hand of the daughter of a Haughty Buck Bay master. See how he solves his problem by becoming a Harvard man through the alliance and so acceptable to the monarchy.

GEOGE E. WHITWELL, '14, chosen for it because of the excellent work he had done as second assistant. He remained at the head of the Publicity department during both his Sophomore and Junior years. Besides his work for the Tech Show, he has taken an active interest in other Institute activities.

R. A. FLETCHER and C. CARPENTER have been chosen as assistant managers of the Tech Show.

(Continued on Page 4)

WEATHER

For Boston and Vicinity: Saturday probably snow or rain, followed by clearing; high easterly winds.

CALENDAR

Saturday, March 7, 1914.
1:00—Candidates for Advertising Manager Technology Monthly in lower office of THE TECH.
2:30—Freshman-Andover Meet at Andover.
8:00—YISH-KA-BIBBLE. Huntington Hall.

WHITWELL CHOSEN ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER OF SHOW
R. A. FLETCHER and C. CARPENTER

George E. Whitwell, '14, has been chosen Assistant General Manager of the Tech Show. He has been connected with the management of the Show since his Freshman year, when he was Second Assistant Publicity Manager.

In his Sophomore year, Whitwell was in line for the position of First Assistant, but Kinsey Day, who was expected to become Manager of the department, did not return to school.

Although the position had previously been filled by Juniors, Whitwell was
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THEATRES

TREMONT THEATRE
Evga. 8. Mat. Wed. & Sat. at 2
THE BEAUTY SHOP
HOLLIS ST. THEATRE
Evga. 8. Mat. Wed. & Sat. at 2
THE LAND OF PROMISE
PARK THEATRE
Evga. 8. Mat. Wed. & Sat. at 2
FANNY'S FIRST PLAY
BOSTON THEATRE
Evga. 8. Mat. Wed. & Sat. at 2
WAY DOWN EAST
Prices 25c to $1.50.

Boston Opera House
SAT., 7 to 4:30. LA BORDELLA, Moltett, Barita, Berardo, D'Amato, Mantione, Turcione, Cosi, Stearns.
R. 11:30. Alpha Delta Chi, Gamma Chi, Beta Sigma, Gamma Sigma.
FAY. 7 to 11:30. Euphonia, Rho Lambda, Sigma Alpha, Alpha Chi Omega, Epsilon Alpha Omega, Alpha Eta Rho, Eta Sigma, Lambda Sigma, Sigma Delta, Phi Mu, Sigma Sigma.
Sun., 9 to 11.00. Granatino, Ostraca, Berardi, Mantione, Turcione, Cosi, Stearns.
JIM. 8 to 11:30. Von Piano, Rho Lambda, Pi Sigma.
MAY. 8 to 11:30. Von Piano, Pi Sigma.

CONSTITUTION OF THE CLASS OF 1879

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Article I.—Name
Section 1.—This organization shall be known as the "Class of —— of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology."

Article II.—Membership
Section 1.—All members of the class shall be eligible for membership.

Section 2.—Any member of this class failing to pay his dues before the close of June shall thereby forfeit his membership and shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 3.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby forfeit his membership in this class.

Section 4.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 5.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 6.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 7.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 8.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 9.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 10.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 11.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 12.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 13.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 14.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 15.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 16.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 17.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 18.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 19.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 20.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 21.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.

Section 22.—Any member who shall after becoming a member of this class be absent from meetings of the class for a period of six months shall thereby cease to be a member of the class during his tenure of office.
YISH-KA-BIBBLE
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Then remember the features of the entertainment. The whole affair is to be with informal dress. No choking collar—just solid comfort.

Then the feature of dancing with both the upstairs and downstairs rooms of the Union open for dancing so that there will not be an undue crowd.

All this you can get for 75 cents and the vaudeville alone for 50 cents. Is this a great big bargain?

Well, then, turn out and help push. We are boosting the funds of the Athletic Association and each additional ticket sold just swallows the profits. If you have not bought a ticket, do so at once. If by this evening you have not gotten a ticket come anyway and buy one at the door.

The doors open at seven o'clock and the performance starts promptly at eight. The doors will be closed while vaudeville is going on. There are no reserved seats, only reserved sections. To get an advantageous seat means that you must be the early worm.

There is no more that can be said. The time for effective talking is past. The thing to do now is for everyone to turn out and show the world the Institute student takes an interest in the student activities and is willing to contribute to their support.

The New No. 5 Printype Oliver Typewriter makes an ideal machine for students' use. It is a marvel of simplicity, durability and ease of operation. Printype your notes and they will be twice as valuable to you.

Easy terms if desired.

The Oliver Typewriter Company
146 Congress Street
Phone Main 192

YOUR EYES WILL DANCE WITH JOY

Upon beholding our display of spring woolens just placed on our counters.

Foreign and domestic weavings—designs and colors for every taste—the largest selection of exclusive patterns we have ever shown—and that means something.

Reasonable prices—courteous service—and a guarantee of entire satisfaction—you know these.

BURKE & CO., Inc., Tailors
18 School St., 843 Washington St., Boston
1246 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
FRESHMEN TEAM GOES TO ANDOVER TODAY

1917 has Good Chance To Defeat Andover in Dual Meet at Andover Today.

The Freshman Truck Team leaves this noon at 12:25 from the North station for Andover to compete against that school in their first outside meet. The outcome of the meet cannot be definitely prophesied. The 1917 team will be without the services of R. W. Curin in the shot and K. H. Day in the hurdles, which may seriously affect the outcome, as both were sure point winners in their events.

Captain Sullivan will be back in form and the team will be on top form against Andover to compete. Cady, F. P. O'Hara, and L. L. McGrady were finally chosen. Mrs. Adams, the dancing instructor for the Show, held a final dancing trial for those who are to be in the ballet. The following men were reelected: Bidwell, W. L. Ford, Chesea, Gillispie, Bell, Coach, Whitney and Houser.

There are to be no rehearsals this afternoon in any department of the Show.

NOTICES

Tuesday afternoon, March 10, at 4:00 p.m., Mr. E. D. Emerson of the engineering office of Codman & Desparadello will address the members of the Architectural Engineering Society in the lecture hall on the fourth floor of the Pierce Building.

Today is the last day to sign up in the Union for appointments with the photographer for seniors to get their pictures in the Portfolios. There are about 50 men who have not signed up.

The picture of the 1917 first basketball team will be taken at No
tan's at 1:15 next Monday.

NO HARE AND HOUNDS

Owing to the unfavorable condition of the weather and ground all Hare and Hound Run will be held this after
noon. This is unfortunate as it will only allow of two rules between the Annual Freshman-Sophomore Run.

Windor Cafe

V. Huntingdon Ave.

The most attractive cafe in the Back Bay Section.

The Best of Everything Splendid Service

Reasonable Prices

Special 40c and 50c lunches are very popular. Make evenings and Sunday afternoons.

Who Does Your Typewriting and Stenographic Work?

Try W. P. WATSON

The (upper) Tech Office

"The lowest price consistent with the best work."

CLASSIFIED ADS.

To Rent—Double and single rooms furnished, continuous hot water, 114 Huntington Ave.

The Original

TECH BARBER SHOP

585 Boylston Street
Copley Square

Barbire

Second Floor

TECH UNION BARBER SHOP

At HOTEL WESTMINSTER

Handy to the institute. Up-to-date, modern equipment and光阴 have been fitted into this efficiently ventilated shop in the Black Day Building. You will convince yourself by giving us a trial we are.

THE TECH UNION BARBER SHOP

WHITWELL CHOSEN

(Continued from Page 1)

Show. They will work as assistants during the remainder of the year, and the one that shows himself the more capable will become Business Manager next year.

The competition for the positions in the department which are filled by freshmen has been exceptionally keen. Only by delaying his selection for two extra weeks was Business Manager Charles R. Lord able to make a choice. C. H. Roberts, J. A. Bixby, and L. L. McGrady were finally chosen.

Mr. Adams, the dancing instructor for the Show, held a final dancing trial for those who are to be in the ballet. The following men were re-elected: Bidwell, W. L. Ford, Chesea, Gillispie, Bell, Coach, Whitney and Houser.

There are to be no rehearsals this afternoon in any department of the Show.